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G rove Menus is an integrated system that is simple to use and 
  helps control production and control cost. It helps reduce labor  
	 costs	and	allows	managers	to	be	more	efficient.	What	used	to	take	 
	 hours	can	be	done	in	minutes.	It	gets	the	cooks	out	from	behind	the	 
	 desk	and	in	the	kitchen	doing	what	they	do	best.”

- Mark McKenzie – Corporate Director of Dining Services 
(45 Assisted Living Facilities)

G rove Menus is a menu system that is enough, but not too  
  complicated for our communities, since we have such a  
	 variety	of	folks	managing	meal	operations,	from	12	bed	build- 
 ings to over 300. Grove Menus provides the ability to standardize  
	 across	the	company	with	one	menu,	yet	select	regional	favorites.”

- Melanie Metz, R.D. - Corporate Director of Dining Services, Edgewood 
(43 facilities - Independent, Assisted, and Memory Care) 

O ur chefs are very pleased with how responsive the Grove 
  team is with customer service and support. They really 
	 appreciate	how	easy	the	program	is	to	work	with	and	the	cre- 
	 ativity	that	is	allowed	with	the	selective	menu	options.”

- Carl Dudley, Executive Chef, 
Milestone Retirement Communities LLC

Call 208-528-0690 or visit www.grovemenus.com



Why Grove Menus 
Menus are one of the most important aspects of your business. Most communi-
ties don’t realize the impact of good menus. One of the top resident complaints, 
year after year, is food. Grove Menus puts you in control of your expenses and 

helps you increase customer satisfaction.

1. Reduce Costs
 Between food and labor the kitchen is typically the largest expense for communities. 

Grove Menus provides you with tools to reduce costs and save time. Our average client 
saves between 5%-10% just on their food bill each month after switching to Grove Menus.  

2. Increase Resident Satisfaction
 The kitchen is one of the most important components of a successful community, and it 

presents one of the most undervalued opportunities for improvement in resident satis-
faction. The food we eat is one of the most important parts of our day. This is why Grove 
Menus continues to research food preferences.  With over 20 years experience, we 
have created singular yet pleasing recipes and menus.

3. Customize Options
 A customizable menu plan is power in your pocket.  Dietary needs, com-

munity specific adjustments and personal preferences can be tailored for 
your circumstances.  Grove Menus understands that one size does not fit 
all, which is why we offer many add-ons and tools allowing communities 
to create a custom experience.  

Want to learn more?
Call for a FREE demonstration.

208-528-0690
or visit our website  www.grovemenus.com

We have been writing menus for over 20 years.
We have developed a system that is unmatched!

 “Real Food” Recipes –  We make every effort to begin with whole foods.  Our 
menus focus on seasonal harvests and regional tastes.

Multiple Menu Types –  We offer many different styles of menus 
from simple and basic to restaurant style and fine dining.

Fully Customized Options –  Every community is unique 
and we offer many options to optimize your menu to fit 
your needs.  If you want multiple entrées, a salad bar, 
or a myriad of other choices, we have you covered. 

Food Service Interface –  Grove Menus can automat-
ically import pricing information and UPC codes.  You 
can even place orders right from our web site.

Kitchen Automation –  Shopping lists are auto-
matically generated.  Recipes use smart scaling.  

Production sheets, special diet options and tray 
line sheets are all integrated into the system.  A 

mobile device app is available.

                                     Operational Insights –  Our tools allow you to reduce your  
                expenses and better control what is happening in the kitchen.
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